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-Identification
is considered of a dynamic system
by a model in a model set of which the system is not a
member, This is achieved by defining a performance
index
related to prediction error performance
indices, and taking
that model minimizing the performance index as that which IS
closest to the system. The index has an intuitively pleasing
spectral
interpretation
ln the stationary
case fol- large
measurement
intervals, The length of measurement
interhal
needed for identification is discussed by studying the hmiting
behaviour of the performance indices, as is also tbc relation of
the index to the Kullback information
measrme. The cotnmunication
theoretic issue of convergence
of u po.jteriori
densities when Bayesian estimation is being undertaken with
a finite model set is examined.
Summary

f[~r aotoregresftic
mt)i In: a\erage
model\ and miI\imiI!JJ
(ML) estimation
are studied
by Calnes
and
Rissanen in [6]. Of related interest are the results on Tse In
[7], and also Caines in [8] where the submartingale
property
of sequences of maximized ML ratios on fimte parameter sets
is used to prove the consistency of M L estimates on sLich sets
for a general class of observation
sequences, satisfying a
certain probabilistic condition.
For the case when :/ is n(st necessarily ]n the model set,
Ljung[9, 10] has given strong consistency
results for prc,schemes and very general process models such
dicti(~n
error
as when feedback N allowed. nonlinearities
are included and
Results for the stationary case
the signals are nonstationary.
are given by Caincs in [1 1] using [6,9]. In the Gaussian case,
of course prediction error schemes lead to tlle Bayesian and
maxunum likelihood case. In the non-Gaussian
case they are
more readily implemented
since the second order statistics
alone arc used for Identification whlcb may or may not give
useful identification.
In this paper, we work with many of the same ideas of our
earlier studies[? 4]. but in the prediction error context of [9
1l]. The work on [9 11] is extended by examining more
C1OSC1Yconvergence
I-ates, by setting LIP a useful distance
measure for the case when the system does not belong to the
model set, relating this measure to the Kullback information
measure, and by giving spectral interpretations
which give
further insights into the behaiiour
of the prediction error
algorithms.
A number of the results of [4], with tedious
derivations
as yet unpublished,
are achmved here more directly than in [4] as a special case nf the general prediction
error identiticatiun theory.
Iikc,lih(md

1. Inrroductioff
IN THIS paper, we address the fullowing kind of problem
which arises in connection with modelling physical systems.
There is gi}en a dynam]c system V and measurements
of
some of the \ariables associated with ‘<. We have to ‘identify’
‘/’, and for this purpose there is given a collection of models,
such that either ‘7 lies within the model set, or else there is a
particular model within the model set which in some way is
closest to Y. By using the available measurements,
wc have
to decide which model in the model set is identical with or is
closest to ‘/’.
In [1], Liporace gi~es convergence
results for B(/ye.\i(//1
of identically
and
independently
distributed
<srimc{tion
discrete-time
processes for the cases when the system ‘/
(nondyuamic)
is contained
in the finite model set (also
nondynamlc)
and when it is not. Building on these results
Moore and Hawkes first showed in [2] consistency results
and performance bounds for the case wllen the system and
models are dynamic but with a linear GaussIail restriction
and ‘/ belongs to the model set. Aiso Htiwkes and Moo I-e in
[3] give continuous-tlrne
versmns of [1] for nonlinear signal
models with a case study application giving insight Intu the
use of the Kullback reformation
function for studying situations when Y does not belong to the model set, and ]n [4]
develop a theory using the Kullback information function for
th~ case of linear gaussian signal models when ‘Y does not
belong to the model set. More recently Baram in [5] has
introduced
a related information
funct Ion w’hicb &!I\w Ihe
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scctlon IS definltinnal In character. (’c)nsldcr a caosal
time stoch:istic system :/ widl ‘known’ output se{l,; and ‘known’ input >equence ~uj and SLIChthat a
ahead prediction
estimate ~,1, is available given
data Y(,. We write
~ and u, ,,, u, ~ and c~priori

~,=;.,, !,+ C,,,.

(2.1 )

Consider a collection
//= { 4’,,; of stochastic models. each
dcflued by a parameter vector (), and to keep the theoretical
development as wmple as possible assume that () belongs to a
finite set ~ol,. . .. (),,}. The parameter vector () may be invoiied
in determln]ng both the probability
densities governing the
stochastic signals driving
fi’(j, as well as the equation
set
defining how the output signals arise from the known and
unknown input signal. For each model, we assume that it is
possible to construct an inno~ations representation
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1’,= Y,,(!+ C,,,,j.

(2.2 )

Here f,,,, M deftned in the same manner :is j,, ,. save that the
[J,; process is assumed m reslllt from the mociel. rather than
(he system. We further assume that there is a known function
.fl,, for the conditional one step ahead predictor such that
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NOM note that even if the ~J,j process M not generated by the
model, one can still form the right hand side of (2,3), and in
this sense formally obtain ~,1(, and c,lfl, These quantities will
however no longer have the same statistics as if they were
generated by model,
Mostly, we conceive of the models as being derived from
finite-dimensional
linear systems excited by white noise, The
models may possibly be nonstationary;
AR IMA processes arc
naturally included in the discussion, Techniques for obtaining
representations
of the form of (2,2), including the Kalman
filter, are then well known when (I) the noise is Gaussian and
j,, Y is the conditional
mean estimate (ii) the noise is nonGaussian and jr,,, is the best linear conditional
minimum
variance estimate
(iii) j,, ,, is the standard
le~ist squares
estimate when ]t is assumed that
J,

=[YX,

~+1,,

for x, , measurable.
Suppose now that the sequence

{j,,(,), where J, =Y, –~,1(1, IS
with co\ ariance P,ld and of
course jlle a conditional
mean estimate. Then the log likelihood function given y,,.. .,yy would be, to within a constant
and a sign change,
conditionally

white

and

~

(Iogdct

P,lti

(2.4)

+ ;;l,,p,l(,’j,lo.

,=,

One might then define that model which was the best
approximation
to $/’ as that obtained by choosing the value
of O, call it O(N). minimizing (2.4). The applubility
of this
prediction error index can be extended in a number of ways,
We could conceive as in [10, 11] of mimmiz]ng (2.4) even
with F,IO not conditionally
Gaussian including the case when
.
},16 H a best linear estimate rather than a conditional
me:ln
estimate. The index still has some intuitive content, especially
if P,lo is either E~j,l@Rle} or

~[j,l,,j;,(,lj’[.,,..., YU,,,,L~I,
L~,
)]~,)]
One may abstract
P,le from a covanance
altogether as in Ljung[9].
The right side of (2.4) can be rewritten as

–;rl(,)’l’,~,’
(;,,</—~[lo)
+2j; l //’,, (,’($,,, –. f,u)}.

In the next section it is shown that in some situations the last
term contributes in a negligible way to the sum as compared
to the earlier terms, so that the third term in this Index
weights the error between using the system ‘/ and the model
(r’,,as the basis for a prediction design.

3.

Limt(ing

trehuviour

A:

For all t, T, some x >0 and 0< lj <1

all that is required

is that
llP,;,’y<i

for some i and
Cov[il(,j,l(,,

so’

fllojr,(,l

-“

Relaxed \ersions
will be noted later, One obvious and
important
situation
when the exponential
bound on the
covariance will hold is when <Y and .#O are linear systems
with impulse responses li(, ) satisfying

o~ the

identi/kution

llW(/,T)lls@’

“]

([-T),

and with no hidden (uncontrollable
or unobservable)
modes,
and the input to !Y comprises a sequence of independent
random variables with bounded fourth moment. Note that for
these conditions to hold, it is not strictly necessary that either
40 or the predictor
associated
with ‘/ have a stability
property.
We now strengthen a result which is obvious In the ergodic
situation. For the proof, see the Appendix.
hvnmu 3.1: Suppose
tic. With Assumption

J’, (()) is as in (2.4), with
A in force,

P,,,,

determinis-

‘imN’2{.:-b(’)1)=
‘p’ ‘3’)

,N.

r

for all YE [0. I ) and

interpretation

,f, lkwdet p,,,, + :;, , I“, ,,’7,,
+(.f,, y

.4,ssumprion

Gaussian

,V
P’V(0)=

Paper

ituic.x

In order to obtain results on the limiting behaviour of the
index used for identification,
we shall impose, as is normal,
e.g. [9], stability constraints
on ‘Y and Ye, These stability
constraints achie~e three distinct goals: they ensure that some
moments are bounded functions of time, they ensure that
there is some mixing, or forgetting of the past, so that the
covariance
of the values of a stochastic
process at two
different instants of time dies away exponentially
fast with
increase in the interval between the two instants, and they
eliminate deterministic processes, or processes which might be
viewed as having this tendency, such as where there is perfect
prediction,
or prediction
performance
approaching
perfect
prediction.
Specifically,
we shall
adopt
the
following
assumption.

Remarks
1. The proof of the abow lemma makes use of a
discrete time version of an ergodic theorem in [Chapter 5.5,
12], applying It to the special quantity N ] V,(()), and allowing a generalization
to the case y #0, The result (3.1 ) for the
case when ~ =0 also appears in [9], as do the methods which
allow extension of this lemma to infinite model sets if desired.
Note too the important
fact that b(w(()) can be used to
generate strongly consistent estimators in the stationary case
is established
in [1 1]. Finally, the theory of [12] allows a
more relaxed version of Assumption
A but there seems nc~
point in exploring this fact here,

2. inequality
(3.2) is helpful in defining an appropriate
length of an identification
experiment, since fl-om (3.2) one
can find the value of N which guarantees
that the error
between (l/N)Vv and (l N) E[~v]
will be less than a prescribed quantity in a given proportion
of experiments.
This
seems the best type of result which can be obtained in the
circumstances.
We could proceed as follows. Suppose for
simplicity that (l/N )E(~Y ) is constant for all N as would be
the case under stationarity assumptions. With O* minimizing

Iim ! E[~Y(0)]
\., N
over a finite set and assumed

here to be unique, choose
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Then if

substance of the next lemma
like V,,([)).
l(l/N)vv(oL)-

(l/N)E[yv((),

)]l<[
LeuutIu

for all (), including ()*, it follows tha~ ofN) minimizes
Consequently if the experiment length Y i\ ~uch that

1
-E[v,
.V

.Strengthened
,4ssumptio~1
A: Assumption
in the model set, and with O replaced by V

A holds for all ()

Next we note a preliminary lemma which will have applications not merely in this section, but in the rest of the paper,
The result is equivalent to one proved in [1 3].
Lemma 3.2. Let ,4, B be positive definite symmetric
Then

if and only if

AB-’–tr
A = B.

Evidently, the quantity tr AB - ‘ –In det AB””‘ –tr I provides
B by ,4; if IIAB-’
a measure of the error in approximating
– 1 II is small, one can show that

tr,4B

‘ -111cic[

-lB

‘

--tt-/+

jtr{[(A–

B) B-1]2},

Consider now the following Index, which, it should
in practice prior
noted, is not likely to be computed
identification, since it revolves the quantity ~11/.

lVY((j)=~

[tr P,l,, P,l(,’ -I:ldet

P,l{,

P,,,,’

-tr

be
to

~

1

+(j,l,

I ~~I

Pl,j’ (~,1~ –j,,,))].

(3.3)

Such i!ldices arise in estimati!lg the mea!l a!]d co\ ariuncc of :1
C,aussla!l ra!ldo!n variable, gi\e!l i!ldepende!lt ide!ltically distributed observations, see e.g. [14]. Of course, here there is !1o
assumptlo!l
of !]ormal}ty. The i!lde> reflects two types of
errors. F“rom Lemma 3.2 we see that it reflects the crr{Jtassociated
between P,l ~ and P,lo, or the error covarlance
with use of the correct predictor Y,, a!lcf the error co\armlce
associated
\vith use of the i!lcorrect predkctor P,,. More
obwously the index also reflects the error betwee!~ j,,,, a!ld
~,,,,. The I!ldex ob\lously
then has i!ltuitivc co!lte!lt. The

=,v

~

Iudet

+tr~

P,l,

(3,4)

,)
Assumption

A in force

lim ~ {Wv(())– E[W, (())]~
\.<
— Iim ~
v+, N

{VN(f))–

E[VN(f))]}

=0.

(3.5)

Proof
JW,

,,’ r,l(i

=;1’/

P,;(;

i,lv
,-:~,
.,17

P,;,l’ (Yllv

-f.l(J)
r (f,,<,

lz[:,

f, P,;,’

(y,,,

A
Y(lo)’p,; f)” (t’rlv

-!,1(1)

jr,,,)]
=EIE[j;l

{, P,;,,l(jrlf,

-f,,,))l

y, -,

. .. Y.>
U,,..

u,,.x,)]l

=0

Also,
E[fil,,

and (3.4) follows by
proof of Lemma 3.1
As an immediate
result which appears

F’[;~lj,lxl=tr F’rl(/l’,lo’

direct substitution.
An argument as in the
yields (3.5) and the proof is then trivial.
corollary, we can obtain a consistency
in one form or another in [2, 10, 9].

Corollary. Under the assumptions
the assumption that Y is contained
finite, Y=. //,1, where ()* minimizes

I]m ~ E[V,

of Lemma 3.3, and with
in the model set which is

(0)].

,\-I

matrices.

I~O

1’

(()).- \Vy(0)]

and with the strengthened

where p is the number of distinct (),, then the probability that
()(.V) =(1’ is at least [j.
The above result has Implications
for the problem of
cfefming a model set to achieve effective identification
of a
systcm. One certainly wants the model set to be such that for
some b’* in the set, E[~\(fl*) /N] is as small as poss]ble, i.e. the
model IS as little different from the system as possible, One
wants : as large as possible. To ensure
also uppurently
fulfillment of these conditions, one would need to know in
advance what the system is. To the extent that the system
might be roughly known, the first condition can be fulfilled,
while the need to fulfill the second is somewhat illusory, as we
now argue, If E[v~(f), )/N] and E[ Vv((),)/N] are close for some
z. j, it will require more measurements
to decide whether
f[(j
or {?’O is closer to the system, but at the same time the
difleredce in distances of flO, from the system and tiO from
the system is not large, so that if a large numder
of
measurements
are not used, and one of lfe and jY(~ M
wrongly identified, the error will not be great,
Predictor
matching.
In the remainder of this section, we
develop two implications of Lemma 3,1, We need a slightly
strengthened version of Assumption A which requires that the
cascade of the system Y and the true predictor ,Y,, have an
exponential stability property,

with equality

as above,

()*.

2X
–——-<1-p’p
22N(1 –/))

trAB-l–lndet

3.3. With notation

is that the index for lat-ge Y I\

Proof From (3.3), we see that if Y = //,), then Wl((), )=O
while for (), # (),, (3.3) and Lemma 3.2 show that lV~((),,)20.
Combining this with Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 yields the desired
result.
Wc close this subsection with three further comments.
First, if two models, or a system and a model, differ only in
respect
of initial
conditions,
the!l a modification!] of
Assumptio!l
A or its strengthened
version (to ensure the
exponential decay of the effect of initial co!lditions) will cause
these conditions
to be forgotten
In the computatio!l
of
.V ‘E[v\!(())].
Second, though we ha\e used the fact that P,IY is the
co.varia!lce of jrlx, we have not in prouing Lemma 3.3 used
the correspondi!lg
interpretation
of P,[o, (though the intuitive
contc!lt of WV(0) at least in part depends
on this im
terpretation),
Thus P,l(, could be replaced i!l most of the
above by say, 1. However, in the next subsection, the conditional error co\ariance property of P,l(, will be used.
Kullback
information
wusure
contwcrion.
Here we further
motivate the use of an index such as ~f(b ) in identification.
As already observed, in case :,,() is conditionally
white and
Gaussian, ~v((l) is –lnp(Jl,...,
y~ I f)). Consequently, [14], the
task ~~fminimizing E[k’v(0)] is then one of finding the model
which is closest to the system in the sense of minimizing the
Kcdlback information measure:

(This quantity

IS nonnegative
P(Il>. d’\

almost everywhere).

l’/)=

and equal to zero if and only if
P(Y,,...j.l’.v

lo)

(,1s
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‘/ has the
When
Gaussian,
it is easy
,Jy(’fl, ()):

property
[ 14]

[In

J,, ( ‘f’, (1)=~

to

that
get

P,ld P,l<}

a

+E[j;l(,

p(l’l..

. ..YY)

prwise

is

also

for

expression

P,;()] j,,,,]

tr 1].

–

1

7(s.())==

propertie.y

0/’ the

limiting

identificdt

loll

indc Y

We shall consider a specialization of the material of Section
3 to the stationary case.
Spectrum
tnterpretariom.
Suppose that the systctm ‘/ [s
obtained by driving a linear. time-invariant,
minimum phase
system
by a sequence
of independent,
identically distributed
Gaussian random variables. Let us further assume that the
transfer function matrix. WY(Z), has WY( Y. )=1, and the
dnvmg sequence has zero mean, bounded 4th order moments,
and covariance Py. The covariance of r, —;,, ,, is also P,,. The
spectrum of {y,; is WY(; )PY W&(Z -1 ).
Suppose also that the model 4/0 is obtained m the same
way, mutatis mutandis.
For example, the conditional
covariance of the input noise signal is P,,. Suppose further that
We(z) is free of zeros on Izl = 1, so that via a system with
transfer function matrix W,,- 1(:), driven by {},~, the statmnary
sequence ~J, –$,1,~} may be obtained. Wilh IJ,j actually the
system output. the actual spectrum of j, – f,,,, IS e\dently
111,, ’(,111’,
Fur[hcr.

[trd),

(:)(1 ),,‘ (=)
IIILIcIII),I:I(I),, ‘(:) -tr I];

[11,, ’1,

[,l]l’,

with intcgra(ltlns

antlcl(wk\\)\c

‘Iii,

l:

‘)]’

fhe

closest

ro

rhdr

qf

the

.s!.src,ut,

7(S,

0)

mcw.suring

(where A@= O,, –(D(,). ~i fact which shows that it is the
percentage error in the spectra rather than the absolute error
which is Important.
In the Gaussian
case, (4.3) does have an additional
interpretation
which we now develop in terms of the Kullback
information function,
From (4,1 ) and (3.7), we see that

In det P,)Pj ] +

I
k; $

trl,l,,

(:lO(,

‘(:)]:

‘

d,

V,(s,o)

.V

r{,und the unit circle,

--+trf,

and thus using (4.2) and (4.3), wc have

I

tr[O<, (: KD()-l(c 1,-’d,

–---$
2rrj

(4,1 )

.J, (’/, O)
‘
N

In the e~ent that there are initud conditions transients so that.
for example, (4.1 ) is actually valid only for large r. we have
instead

where
WY(Z)

PYW”(:

‘

~,(z)

P,, w;, (?-’

)

7( S,(1)= Iim
.J+,

J,(S, ())
N

of {!,; and
0(,(:)=

<)11 //(, = /
is the spwtrunl
c>f ~),: C<lndltloncd
The assumptions
un the system zind mudel ensure that
Assumption
A holds. Then a comparison
of (2.4) with the
above identity and use of Lemma 3.1 shows that in identification, we are seeking that O which mlnlmiTes

Thus ~(S, ()) may be regarded as an asymptotic
per sample
Kullback information function. Ne\ ertheless, we reiterate that,
even though this significance is lost in the non-Gaussian
case,
the O minimizing 7( ‘Y,O) still identifies the model closest to
the system.
One advantage that the index J(:/, O) has over those used
in, say, [9] is that in a quite trivial way, it allOWS us to
distinguish models with the same spectral shape and diflerent
spectral magnitude, i.e. the spectra Q,,(;) and 20.(;) lead to
different \alues of 7.
EYumple.
Consider models
input to a transfer function

or

irith

It is perhaps of interest to note that if ll@Y(n)–@,l(c)ll is
small with respect tn 0,)(:), then (4.2) can be approximated
by

7(</’,0)=

is the spectrum

(4.3 )

differetlce.

is

E[(Y,–j,l(, )’p,;”’(y,– Y,,o)]

O,, (:)=

‘ d:.

Of course, the intcgt-and I\ [nonnegative for all : =e’<’. VI
real and positive, unless @f,(:) =00(2 ). It clearly shuws that
idetlrification
using
(2.4) is eqt{ilalenr
10 picking
(~ mod<l
with
.sycrrum

Specialised

1

4rrj +
.

(3.6)

Of course, J,v( ‘/’, f)) >0. In fact. one can check that J.( Y, ())
=E[l+’v(())], with WY(0) defined as in (3.3).

4.

kmm 5.1. With the specializations of systems and models
as described above and with a finite model set. the O which
minimizes
( t N )1/;((l ) as ,!!+
Y. is also the O which minlnmzcs

with unit intensity

white

noise

equivalently

lndet PePY’ +2~;

+

h-[@,, (,)0

,(:)]:

‘ d:

Now we use an identity that is proved easily by complex
variable methods, at least when @(j(z) and 0,,(z) are ratlunal,
and which is closely linked to the Kcrlmogurov– Weiner
formula for the prediction error m terms of the spectrum, see
e.g. [1] pp. 71 76.

(a) Suppose that the {rue system M defined by the parameter vector [/71, O, 0, 0]. Let [/jl, 0, 0, O] define a model.
Then one can compute

For

/jl taking

the values

function of fll in Fig. 1.

0.5 and

0.9, this is plutted

as a

6 I‘)
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(b) Suppose the true system is defined by the parameter
vector [0, O, 11, O] and the model is defined by [0, O, Ml, 0],
Then
(u, –i,

7(.!!,0)=+

(c) Suppose

the true

system

–0,9,

is defined

+p, ci, (l-p2)
J(Jy, fl)=+-.--.
-_––
(l–p, c?, +fl,i; )(l-i;
this is plotted

as a

x(l–/~2)[(

by the parameter

For /jl =0.3, /jz =0.9. this is plotted

O] and the model is defined by [/; l. /iz. 0, 0].

Figures

I and 2 illustrate
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}:,,,
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)

in Fig. 3.

the fact that an error

p,=o.9

40

13

to apprm

1+/)2)~ –/);]

50

G

used

(l+ P,)(l–i;/~2)

)*

(1–i,)’

For xl taking the values 0.5 and
function of 11 In Fig. 2,
vector [0. O, ~.

(Thus a second order MA model is being
ximate a first order AR system). Then

in zero or
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pole positions WII1be more critical the closer the pole or zero
is to the unit circle. Figure 3 illustrates there is a substantial
error in approximating
a first order AR system by a second
order MA model: the figure also illustrates that the function
J( Y, O) with the system parameters
variable and model
parameters fixed can have more than one local minimum, In
the converse
situation
(with system parameters
fixed, the
model parameters
variable), the same phenomenon
is to be
expected, This shows the potential ditllculty in carrying out a
search over a continuum
of parameter
values to find a
parameter value minimizing 7.
Let us mention two other applications of the formula (4,3),
The first is to the low order modelling of high order systems.
For formula (4.3) offers one way of evaluating of the error
involved in treating a high order system, with output spectrum rDY(z), as a lower order object, with output spectrum
f$(j(~). [t has long been accepted that it is often good
engineering practice in Identifying a high order system to act
as if it has lower dimension:
that an approximation
was
involved has not been disputed, but it bas not often been
pointed out what precisely that approximating
is.
The second application is to fault detection. Suppose that
the system TY is prone to a number of faults: take the mode]
set to comprise the system Y, in unfaulted condition. and the
system ‘7 in each one of its faulted conditions. Then corn.
putation for each O of P’v(()), modified with an exponential
forgetting factor, will allow identification of the occurrence of
a fault. The value of J ($7’, O) pro\,ides a measure of how much
the presence of a fault affects the output of .7. Note alsn [15]
where more sophisticated computations
are employed. Again,
a more sophisticated approach is, for example, to examme the
innovations
sequence for whiteness, and tie a fau]t,no fault
decision to a whitenesscoloured
decision.
Bc~yfsian
estinwfion
A common practical problem often
tackled by methods developed in statistical communication
theory is that of deciding, given a measurement,
which of a
finite number of prescribed random prncesses gave rise to the
measurement,
Signal processors
termed detectors– can be
proconstructed
and where possible. supplied with c~ priori
babilities for the various alternatlves[16].
In this subsection, we explain how a class of such processors will perform, and we note a robustness
type of
property that is essential for engineering purposes,
Suppose that the true system belongs to the model set, and
that if the model set 1s defined by {0,, ..., OP~, we are given (J
priori
probabilities
that p(oy =(),).
In tbls subsection,
we
study the e~olution of

Then, without

and thus, with
Lemma 3.1

min 1(()<,, O,),
o =11

the

and in the stationary

exponential

p([),l

P(l’fl

y)=

Y
,> O)P(O,l
---–-

,~, P(Y(l

Y-lf~l)P((~,l

Now if the ~J,j process is conditionally
we have

y-,

)

y.,

from which we can conclude

I y).

1
J\(() (,, (),)

that for some constant

~)

to conclude

th:it

p((),

I YV)+O

(4,5), whence in the stationary

case,

Now we see that if one model is closer to the true system
we
than all the others, i.e. 7(OY, O,)<~(OY.(),)
for all i#J,
have fi((l, I Y,,) +0, i+.1, and p(oj I YY)+ 1. The exponential
will
bounds have an exponent now defined by
O,) –7(OY ,0,,)]

In the nonstationary
case, (4.5) is the crucial equation.
Prowded
one can compute
the quantities
J,Y((),,, f), ) and
provided that
(4,4)
liminf,
y+,

for each 0,,

V’Jv((),Y, (),)>O

for f # ‘7, one gets again exponential convergence of p(oy I Y,)
to 1 and p((), I Yv) to zeru for i+ Y’, with obvious adjustments
in case the system is not In the model set, and pseudo
probabilities arc used,

Conclusions

this section, we aim simply to summarise
the main
results of the paper, First, we ba\,e described a convergence
resui{ (includ]ny a rate) which applies in nonstationary
siIn

f), I y), p(oy

and

for (),+ O,,, :ind
bounds have an ex.
ponent [l(OY, O,)- pN - ‘], i.e. effectively ~((),,, (),).
As onc might expect, the more separated the spectra @(l,(z)
and @(),,(z ) are, the more rapid is the convergence here.
Now suppose that the true system is not contained in the
model set. (It may, however, be very CIOSCto a model in the
set). What happens if we try to still use the above procedure’?
probabilities
As before,
there
are
assigned
u priori
fi(ol ), ..., p(op, to the models in the model set. (The superscript tilde is used to remind us that the assignments in effect
are now falsely made, being dependent
on an Incorrect
premise. We might call F( ) a pseudo-probability).
Then (4.4)
holds wtth tildes on the probabilities, and with
[t is trivial

5.

L,=p(

assumptions

p((~~
IYv)+1.TIICabove exponential

)

GaussIan

Now fix i, and set

stability

case when

min[,~(oy.
,,,

To see this, we proceed as follows.
Let Y = (yl, y,,.. .,],). Then it is easily checked that

stationarity,

,7(OY,O,)= lim
~ .r.v

we obtain

WLtb Gaussian
and stationarity
assumptions
on {y,j, the
prlrrcipal conclusion
is that normally all but one of these
fast, with the requantjtles converge to zero cxporrentiully
maining quantity approaching
unity. The exponent is determined by

yet invoking
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